
Title: " In His Hands ( " Benefactor ) MISC#101

Welcome to the new
GLOBAL & GALACTIC EMERGENCY RESPONSE & RECOVERY TEAM

your angels

Focus areas include

1. Community and Non-profit

2. Development

3. Economic Security

4. Education and Youth

5. Environment

6. Homelessness and Housing

7. Public Safety

8. Veterans and Military

Stand by for Mission Statement and job description for each Focus category

One category I forgot

9. Disaster

The Action Behind the Intention

About: G.G.E.R.R.T...is a unique highly adventurous, rewarding, branch of The Galatic
Federation of Light, The Earth Alliance, and Love Won society...serving full time a team
and short term, a team of dedicated Light workers, Starseeds, Benevolent beings,&
Angelics from all parts of our universe working as collective team.. members travel



planet to planet, galaxy to galaxy and all the universe brings. For a period of 10 months
and possibly more ,performing a variety of intense multi- week projects

In the tradition of this program, members might shelter disaster survivors, build houses.
Restore the environment. Tutor children, and more.
Members support first responders while gaining skills that will give the edge towards the
evolution of the universe/ascension/future of the New World.

Receive 3 weeks training and recharge between projects at one of the many campuses
throughout the universe.
Trained team leaders serve and reside with each team day and night.
Program expenses are paid; no car necessary. Includes Housing, meals, health
benefits, uniforms, job training, and more

$4 ,000 living expenses and bonus awards up $7,000 per project for extraordinary
services.

Upon term completion will provide for jobs placement etc.

Impact : We greet and assist hundreds of agencies and non-profit organizations,and
government agencies across the Globe and universe to meet their urgent short term
needs. We are the light of the light.

This is our calling and here's your quantum card..lol

HUMANITARIAN PROJECT MISC#102

ESTABLISHING A COMMON LAW COURT LEGAL

OFFICE IN EUROPE

Personal presentation:

● I am 47 years old living at the Luxembourg border in France.
● I studied in the social and family environment and my project is to help rebuild

society in loss of bearings due to damage and government measures.
● I am registered as a living and sovereign being in the Common Law Court in

Great Britain.

My intentions:



● After a short training planned in the coming months with the Common Law Court
in Great Britain, an email from headquarters was sent to me offering to train a
Common Law Court constable in Europe.

● The idea of the humanitarian project came to me, in order to develop my mission.
● I would like to create a Common Law Court Headquarters based in Luxembourg

in
partnership with the parent company in Great Britain.

My Mission: To Rebuild

● Claims of political status and birthright of living beings on earth through the legal
advice of the Common Law Court but also the actions of Judge Anna Von Reitz.

● Orientation center Med bed.
● Legal support for living beings under the Common Law Court.
● Finance the training of future lawyers and future constables under common law.
● Assistance with the recovery of stolen birth certificates and compensation for

victims
● Organize international congresses
● Creation of common law banking institution
● Act as common law legal member peoples to counter statutory governments and

laws.
● Fund staff to carry out the mission.

LONG TERM PROJECT
Develop the project internationally Establish a Common Law Legal Headquarters
in each country.

Independent airline MISC#103

Independent airline together with worldwide animal rescue

For this concept there are 2 different worldwide operating associations, there is the
Global Aviation Advocacy Coalition, which consists of mostly re-vaccinated people, and
is already well established. This association I would provide with appropriate funding so
that they can hire new staff, expand and improve their team, and expand the aircraft
fleet in general. The goal is to create a means of transportation that is safe, as it seems
that unexpected incidents and accidents happen more and more often with the
vaccinated pilots. To be able to travel safely in the future, we will all want to travel to be
able to fulfill our wishes, and help other people.



The other association is the Airliner4Animals e.V. This association also works worldwide
in animal rescue. The basic idea is to bring the animals that live in zoos, for example, as
gently as possible back into their natural habitat. And also basically to bring animals that
are ownerless to places where they are taken care of.

Maybe it would make sense to bring this together.

Another idea is to see if you can shar maybe (I am not really sure at this point) the RSS
Program about these new airlines worldwide, to provide the people with their money
from the QFS. Maybe this is a possibility to share the RSS very fast in all countries
worldwide.

REAL ESTATE FOR TEAMS WORKSHOPS MISC#104

Many huge houses with land are available for sale. Let’s buy those, not for private
homes through the PHF plan, but as so many bases to house many teams working on
projects evolving around our transition.

Those pieces of land + real estate would be bought through a new branch of former
NRELS, specialized in acquisitions aimed at team building, their preparations,
workshops…
The faster we are organized to build our 5D reality the better!

We’ll just have to be very clear as to how long each one of us will be staying there,
because
the goal here is really to put us in motion and get ready to help, not to rest on our laurels
on a huge estate: programs with a calendar would do the job!

According to Alex Collier, Michael Salla… 200 million of us volunteered to participate in
the rescue mission currently underway on Earth.

I propose a structure and resources to help them fulfill their mission.

What do they need?

Time, books with new knowledge, to discover who they are and that they have a
mission here & now!



Opportunities to meet everyday in teams of a minimum 2 to get at work (to stop
waiting!), they need to be equipped, trained, paid, cured, to be able to take care of
themselves & their belongings, and to visit their family and friends.

When their lives are at risk, and people who are trying to help or protect them, do not
comprehend their difficulties (because they are blue pilled!), then a facilitator has to
intervene.

A priority would be to accompany, as much as possible, 3D people who interact directly
with the 200 million, so that at least, they don’t act dangerously (just because they don’t
know that we’re at war, that there is a plan with a calendar, and patriots who follow it!).

TALK, Inc. Consulting MISC#105

Talk, Inc. MISSION: To help humanitarian initiatives worldwide build better workspaces
and stronger community services through compassionate problem-solving practices.
When conflict becomes a barrier to progress, our mission is to teach each other how to
say, “let’s talk.”

● TALK, Inc. is dedicated to increasing MANPOWER: TALK, Inc. will increase the
numbers of skilled problem-solvers operating in new Earth communities and
cooperative enterprises.
● TALK, Inc. is dedicated to creating SOLUTIONS: TALK, Inc. will increase the planning
and problem-solving success of those participating in new Earth projects.
● TALK, Inc. is dedicated to building CULTURE: TALK, Inc. will help workplaces,
organizations, and communities build holistic cultures of compassionate
problem-solvers.

Services

Conflict Management
-Mediation -Facilitation
-Compassionate Communication
-Interest-based Negotiation

Community Planning
-Community Conferencing
-Lean Management
-Principled Problem-solving



-Negotiated Rulemaking

Train-the-Trainer
ALL services will have a training component. Train your personnel with the skills they
need!


